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This exceptional cookbook offers instruction on preparing: - Starters, such as Sesame Beef

Appetizer- Lunch and dinner fondues, such as Breaded Red Snapper- Desserts, such as Creamy

Caramel Fondue- Breakfast fondues, such as Ham and Cheese Fondue- Healthy choices, such as

Dietet's Fondue
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Gave it to my mom for the holidays. She made a few of the recipes contained within it. A cheese

fondue: a little too salty. A Hot oil and various sauces: 1. peanut=pretty good. 2. some kind of garlic

dip=very good. 3. A wasabi soy sauce sauce=amazing. Also made a chocolate Kahlua dessert

fondue=Quite delicious, especially with the pound cake she made to dip in it.Lots of recipes, so if

you come across one that's sub-par there are plenty of others that are great.I'd recommend it.

We've done fondue with friends for a while now. I got this book, considering whether it was worth it,

when so many recipes are on the internet. It's worth it. There are some fantastic recipes, unlike any

of the more bland ones I've found online. Some of the guidance and suggestions really add just the

right touch to the recipe.

The Everything Fondue Cookbook:300 Creative Ideas for any OccasionBy Rhonda Lauret

ParkinsonA review by Marty Martindale, Editor, Foodsite Magazine.Every crowd will have some who



claim fondue is too 50s, too 60s, however it's an efficient way to get a group having fun, for a busy

group is a happy group.This particular fondue book is unusual because of how it is organized. Yes,

it has the obligatory chapters on cheese sauces, batters, broths, bread dippers and menu

suggestions, but we found this 2004 book most valuable for its chapters on:Ethnic

FonduesDecadent Desserts (fondues)Romantic Fondues for TwoFamily Favorites.Some of the

most exciting ethnic selections are Classic Mongolian Hot Pot, Provolone "Fonduta," Japanese

Sukiyaki, Shabu-Shabu, Vietnamese Beef Hot Pot, Italian Pesto Fondue with Cheese and Korean

Bulgogi Hot Pot.Decadent Desserts includes Mexidcan Chocolate Fondue with Kahlua and

Strawberries, Peanut Butter Fondue, Yin Yang Fondue and many more.This timely cookbook has

also been updated this year and is available on Kindle edition.

Enjoyed the book and the recipes. Alot of good suggestions and pointers for successful fondue

cooking. I did not find a list of recommended dippers for each fondue type though. I did find them in

my fondue pot booklet though. Would have liked more photos.

This is a really fun book 0there are a lot of ideas as to just what you can do with that fondue pot that

you have in the cupboard. You will definitely not be left with only cheese or chocolate options

(though there are plenty of both included in here) I really liked the lay out - it is a pretty

approachable book and you don't feel like every option in the the book will either (a) take hours of

prep or (b) break the bank (which is not always the case with these things)The recipes do make a

pretty large amount of food, but it is not too hard to adjust quantities if you feel that there would be

too much for you,. If you are looking for a lot of super fancy type recipes then you may feel that the

book does not have enough for you - but we really liked it

Lots of easy & great recipes for any type of fondue party. Used quite a few and they turned out

great. Also helps with planning a fondue party. Its a lot of prep & work but so fun! The Toblerone

Fondue is to die for!!

I purchased this for a friend who just got a new fondue pot, but didnt know what to do with it. She

tells me that the instructions are clear and theres lots of new and different ideas to try.

I would definitely recommend this product. In fact try the peanut butter fondue its awesome. I can

say that it would be more helpful if they suggested more specificly what to dip in each fondue.
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